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Empowering YOU to take your first (or next) step to assure that
your people will be resilient and fully supported if struggling
Discover or Refresh your knowledge of the NENA Stress
Standard
Exploring EAPs: their value and limits in assisting your team
Getting truly effective PSTD treatment for your people
NOTE: You’ll have access online to a 2017 911 Wellness ToolKit you
can use to help achieve these objectives.
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Gary video 1:58 to 4:00
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Acknowledging the Unique 911 Stressors your Employees face
Your commitment to do all you can with the resources you have
Honoring the NENA Stress Standard, 1 step at time…
DELEGATE! Identify your Champions…morale team…wellness team
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“Your must have the Stuff in Place”
You have to have a lot in place. I had my Critical
incident team in place. A lot of places have nothing. Do
you know your EAP People. I don’t want to talk to a cop,
I need to talk to a manager PEER about this. I talk about
how I broke down in here. If it weren’t for my fellow
manager… I was able to cry my eyes out.”

Maureen Wills
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Frequency of calls v. field responders = > Frequency cortisol
No warning before potentially traumatic calls
No closure after such high stress calls
Psychologically on-scene yet physically unable to reach it…
911Pros send their “own” F.R.s into danger: Survivor’s Guilt
High volume demand from all sides (public & F.R.s)
Little to no down time to de-stress (varies per factors)
Multi-tasking, a.k.a., “CrazyTasking” (per big emotional labor)
Consolidations (different SOPs, demands/expectations)

These stressors when combined with the TC’s personal
factors can produce serious health impacts…
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(Lilly and Allen, 2015
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THE 2015 LILLY/ALLEN STUDY
Preliminary experienced participant Demographics:
808 experienced TCs: 73.5% female, 26.4% male
Mean age = 39.81 (SD = 9.74); Years of experience = 12.39 (SD = 8.14)

Probable PTSD in experienced TCs:
 n = 199, 24.6% using a civilian cut-off score
 n = 142, 17.6% using a military cut-off score
Depressive symptom scores n = 193, 24% (Mod. to severe)
Body Mass Index
 15.7% normal, 29.6% overweight, 54.7% obese
 88.5% of experienced TCs reported a desire to lose weight
 52.9% reported having gained weight in just the last
three months alone
Lilly, M.M., & Allen, C.E.* (2015). Psychological inflexibility and psychopathology in 9-1-1 telecommunicators.
Journal of Traumatic Stress, Advanced online publication. doi: 10.1002/jts.22004
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DEFINITION
The capacity or ability to prepare for, recover from
and adapt in the face of stress, adversity, trauma
or tragedy*
“the energy you have available to use for physical,
mental and emotional needs…”
Like a battery to “…draw upon to handle your daily
challenges and duties…” and to:
“Remain calm, think clearly and be in control of
your emotions…rather than become stressed out,
which further drains your energy reserves.”

*Source: Graphic and text from Personal Resilience Guide—Law Enforcement and Other First Responders.
McCraty, Moor & Lash, Institute of HeartMath, 2012. Used by permission.
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“All PSAPs shall develop… Comprehensive Stress
Management Programs” [CSMP] to include:
Training in Stress Management
Onsite Educational Material
Critical Incident Stress Management
I.D. local trauma therapists using EBTs
Employee Assistance Programs
PSAP Peer Support Programs
Ongoing certification training
Personal health incentivizing programs (option)
What % of our PSAPs do you think know about the Standard?
*See Standard: http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA002_9-1-1_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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CSMP Element:

Best Practice

(Meets or exceeds
these criteria:

Minimum 8 hours

Equipping personnel to…

Recognize Stress/Disorders & Impacts on person
I.D. PSAP Stressors
Promote Emotion Management
Adopt Therapeutic Lifestyle Changes
Build Resilience Skills to de-stress
Manage PSAP Communication/Conflict Resolution
Note: At end of session we’ll ask you to share your contact info to help your peers
Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

Send one or two scouts to training; Pos. report =s support for more $
Host training on-site to < travel expense
Consider on-line training course (< Scheduling challenges, travel expenses)
CTO can lead internal build of training
Join the Meiscke/Lilly Mindfulness Project: See back table H/Os
Strengthen PSAP’s argument for funding with info on cost benefit/payoffs
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Giving and receiving support to each other that…
Conveys understanding of the struggle
Shows respect for the effort the person is making
Through powerful listening & acknowledgment

Who could be better suited to offer this kind of
support than your own 911 Peers who GET IT”?
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

PSP training is available through “K-LOVE” from ICISF (Tentative: google it)
PSP training designed especially for 911 is also available in basic 8 hour
training or Certified Peer Support training/ongoing supervision process
If budget or staffing issues preclude pursuit of full PSP training, explore
911 Peer supporters in adjacent areas to your center and arrange support
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CSMP Element:
To increase awareness of…
Work-related Stress Risks
Available Local resources to manage:
Traumatic Stress disorders
Chronic Stress
Related Health problems
The preventive roles of nutrition, exercise & sleep

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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CSMP Element:

Establish CISM procedures…

Assure PSAP participation of PSAP personnel in Critical Incidence Stress
Management activities including:
Debriefing sessions when employees involved in traumatic call events
PSAP leaders are also strongly encouraged to promote CISM certification
training by at least one PSAP employee to serve as the on-site CISM support
person fostering effective use of CISM by PSAP employees.
Printed materials and online information should also be provided informing
employees about how to access CISM resources, and encouraging use

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

There is significant research literature raising concern about CISM effects
Yet 911 Professionals seek it per lack closure of other field responders
Per the International Critical Incident Stress Foundation (ICISF) group
debriefing sessions should never be mandatory; 911WF strongly agrees
911WF prefers individual debriefing and Peer Support to group debriefing
when conducted by properly prepared peers. per research concerns
See 911WF website, Resource B.
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CSMP Element:

Utilize call center staff who are trained to provide confidential
emotional support upon request of a PSAP employee
Are not a substitute for professional counseling
Serve to defuse stress and staff conflicts
Encourage people to move toward responsible solutions and
professional therapy assistance as needed.

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Giving and receiving support to each other that…
Conveys understanding of the struggle
Shows respect for the effort the person is making
Through powerful listening & acknowledgment

Who could be better suited to offer this kind of
support than your own 911 Peers who GET IT”?
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

PSP training is available through “K-LOVE” from ICISF (Tentative: google it)
PSP training designed especially for 911 is also available in basic 8 hour
training or Certified Peer Support training/ongoing supervision process
If budget or staffing issues preclude pursuit of full PSP training, explore
911 Peer supporters in adjacent areas to your center and arrange support
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CSMP Element:
On structured call-taking processes for all emergency call types
processed in their PSAP (see NENA Standard for Emergency
Call Processing 56-006).
Includes management of suicidal callers and calls involving
persons with serious mental illness
The Standard says: “9-1-1 Telecommunicator/Dispatcher training shall also include
management of suicidal callers and calls involving persons with serious mental illness.
See the document here, page 24.
Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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CSMP Element:

PSAPs are highly encouraged to implement personal health
incentivizing programs to promote employee investment in
lifestyle changes and practices shown to prevent mental and
physical diseases.

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

A multitude of 911 centers have creates these HIPS.
See 911WFs website Resource B; See also
https://www.dol.gov/ebsa/newsroom/fswellnessprogram.html
Visit the 911WF closed and public Facebook pages to invite stories and
plans you can replicate.

One more thing…
Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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CSMP Element:

Confidential counseling for all PSAP personnel

Funding of initial session(s)
Encourages employee use.
PSAPs are urged to seek EAP contracts with clinicians
familiar with 9-1-1 and who specialize in treatment of
traumatic stress disorders

Let’s dig in to this one…
Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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CSMP Element:

What if I am not sure about the qualifications of our EAP providers?
And what should I be asking for (what type of training and therapy
approach)?
What resources are out there?
Are there options outside of EAP?

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Guidance in our pursuit of…
Most Centers have access to EAPs (in city, county, state) at no extra cost
Typical EAPs are most helpful for general mental health and relationship
problems
Telecommunicators often complain that EAPs commonly don’t understand
their work or their culture. This can discourage use.
EAP clinicians often do not specialize in traumatic stress and lack training in
Evidence Based Treatments for PTSD
The NENA 2017 Wellness Toolkit includes a free white paper EAP Best
Practice you can use to pursue effective services from existing or new
contractual providers
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CSMP Element:

Identify local therapists specializing in treatment of stress and
traumatic stress disorders who…
Utilize evidence based therapies recognized by the
Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration to be
effective in the treatment of PTSD.
Encourage proactive use of therapy by PSAP personnel.

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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Christine Borchers
4:22
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Guidance in our pursuit of…

Most 911 insurance plans cover all or a significant portion of this therapy
911WF endorsed EMDR as one of 3 treatments for PTSD recognized as
effective by VA and Department of Defense
911WF contributed chapter to EMDR textbook for therapists and is building
a Registry of EMDR Therapists for 911 to optimize care
More at www.911wellness.com and also www.EMDRIA.org

Source: Paraphrased for brevity from NENA Standard on Acute/Traumatic and Chronic Stress:
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.nena.org/resource/collection/88EE0630-CA27-4000-BAA7-24FFA3F9029A/NENA-STA-002_9-11_AcuteTraumatic_&_ChronicStressMgmt.pdf
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www.911wellness.com
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